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whY grow For The FUTUre?
Over the past few years, East Anglia has experienced very changeable 
weather patterns; droughts, floods and really heavy rain for short periods 
of time, which when combined with fluctuating temperatures have made 
growing our own food much more difficult.

the chAllenges AheAd For us All include:

• Climate change – which causes extreme weather 
conditions (drought, flooding)

• Increased demand for water on an already limited 
resource

• Loss of land on which to grow food due to flooding  
and coastal erosion

• Increase in population.

the need to become more sustAinAble is obvious.

‘Sustainable gardening’ is the idea of using gardening 
practices that cause no harm to the earth or its inhabitants. 
This means looking after your environment by:-

• Promoting water efficiency
• Promoting resource conservation (eg peat and minerals)
• Managing the soil 
• Not using man-made fertilisers and chemicals
• Working with nature
• Reducing, reusing and recycling

Continued >

get Your pupils growing their own Fruit And vegetAbles.

acTIOn
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grow more oF Your own Food 
And mAKe Your wAter count 

whAt Are the rewArds oF 
growing Your own Food?

grow Your own
useFul linKs!

Royal Horticultural Society
www.rhs.org.uk 

RHS Campaign for School Gardening
http://apps.rhs.org.uk/schoolgardening/

Garden Organic 
www.gardenorganic.org.uk

Food for Life
www.foodforlife.org.uk

Learning through Landscapes
www.ltl.org.uk

booKs used in the writing  
oF this pAcK

Gardening Without Water 
Charlotte Green

A Guide to Waterwise Gardening
Michael Littlewood

Grow Your Own Veg
Carol Klien

Sustainable Gardening
Michael Lavelle

Currently a third of the World’s population don’t 
have access to clean water. With less than 1% 
of our planet’s water being available for human 
consumption, using water wisely (reducing the 
amount of water we use unnecessarily) needs to 
become a priority.

Growing some of your own food is one way we can 
begin to reduce our water usage. 

• Fun, anticipation and a sense of achievement 
from simply planting a seed and watching it grow. 

• Eating ‘fresh from the garden’ means all the 
nutrients, minerals and vitamins are fresh and 
intact, bringing increased health benefits.

• You know exactly what you are getting – the 
freshest seasonal produce available.

• It’s better for the environment – no food miles 
and a lower carbon footprint. 

• Growing your own is healthy – you’re out in the 
fresh air, getting exercise.

• You can save money!

One of the best ways to grow fruit and vegetables 
in a garden of any size is using the raised beds 
system. You can then grow the crops of your 
choice all the year around. 

The picture below gives an idea of what can be 
created. Raised beds are very versatile and you can 
adapt the size, shape and depth to accommodate 
your own space.

The RHS three metre bed.
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It is vitally important that we look after 
what we have, making sure we use it as 
efficiently as possible. 

The water we have in the world is the 
same water which dinosaurs drank over 
200 million years ago.

there is no ‘new’  
wAter AvAilAble 

We might like to believe that we have plenty, but try 
this practical demonstration with your class.

97% of the world’s water is salty
2% is frozen
1% is fresh

sO hOW mUch WaTer do we 
hAve AvAilAble to us?

get Your  pupils to:• creAte A pie chArt showing the tYpes oF wAter in the world•to decide how to represent the diFFerent tYpes  oF wAter.

acTIOn

get Your  pupils to thinK About who might hAve used the wAter beFore them And produce A FlicK booK or cArtoon strip.

acTIOn
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step 1
Take a bucket and fill it up to 
three quarters full of water. This 
represents all the water in the 
world. 

step 3
Now let this water drop back into 
the bucket. All the water left on your 
hands (which is not very much!) 
represents the water available to 
the world’s human population for 
everything they need clean water for.

step 2
Now cup your hands together, 
scoop them in the bucket so that 
they are full. This represents all the 
fresh (not salty) water in the world. 

did 
You 

Know?
This demonstration is attributed to Henry 
Nicholls, University of East Anglia.
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eAch oF these processes uses 
wAter which hAs A combined 
totAl oF 140 litres

140 litres is roughly the same 
amount of water as that used 
daily by an average person in 
UK. But if you were to add in all 
the hidden water, we would each 
consume approximately 4,645 
litres of water per day! 

so whAt mAKes up the 140 litres 
oF wAter needed For the cup oF 
coFFee i’m drinKing? 

Water is used:
• To grow the coffee plants
• Process the coffee beans from  

the plant
• Package the product
• Ship it to the United Kingdom.

If we import resources from other countries we are, 
in effect, taking valuable and scarce water resources 
away from them. 

Everything we eat, drink or use, takes far more water 
to produce than we think.

TO pROduCE:

• 1 litre of milk requires 1,000 litres 
of water

• 1 kg of wheat requires 1,350 litres 
of water

• 1kg of rice requires 3,000 litres  
of water

• 1kg of beef requires 22,000 litres 
of water

• To make 1 cup of coffee, 140 litres 
of water is needed.

did 
You 

Know?

WaTer FOOTPrInTInG
(or hidden wAter)  

Act
ivit

Y
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get Your pupils to mAKe up A quiz, or powerpoint, to eXplAin our hidden wAter Footprint.

acTIOn

2
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Seeds need water to germinate. If they 
have too much they will rot in the soil; if 
they have too little they will not spring 
into life. Roots take up food (nutrients) 
from the soil and it is water that helps this 
happen. If the soil around the roots is dry 
then the plant will not be able to feed. 

trAnspirAtion
‘Transpiration’ is the name of the process 
where the plant lets out water through the 
leaves. Minute holes allow this to happen. 
This process also helps the roots to draw 
up water from the soil.

getting the wAter right
When a plant is not taking in enough 
water to allow its normal processes to 
work it becomes ‘stressed’. This is the 
same as when we get thirsty. 

If this goes on for long enough, the plants 
transpiration processes are shut down  
and eventually the plant will wilt. Just like 
us, if we don’t have enough to drink we 
would find it difficult to concentrate and 
become sleepy. 

plants, like us, are mostly made up of water; they also take in and 
lose water in different ways at different times of their lives.

how plAnts TaKe UP WaTer Act
ivit

Y
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mAKe some newspAper plAnt pots.

• Cut a strip of newspaper 15cm wide. Layer 
3 or 4 pieces together so you get the 
newspaper quite thick.

• Roll around a small bottle, making sure  
you leave 4 or 5 cm of paper at one end.

• Tuck the 4 or 5 cm on to the bottom  
of the bottle and then squash down hard.

• You should have a small pot.

• Try growing some broad beans, peas  
or sweet peas and investigate  
what happens if you give them  
varying amounts of water (5ml,  
15ml, 30ml or none).

diAgrAm oF the process 
oF trAnspirAtion.

acTIOn

wAter Absorbed 
through roots

wAter drAwn 
up stem into 

leAves

wAter is let out 
through leAves

see the how the plAnt tAKes  upthe wAter.Fill A tAll nArrow pot 
with some coloured wAter 
(blue or red worKs best)plAce some white cArnAtions in the pot.observe over the neXt 

Few dAYs how the colour 
oF the stem And then Flowers chAnges.

acTIOn
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step 1
Clip together a series of guttering pipes with 
a slight slope towards one end. Make sure that 
the lowest point is still high enough to be able 
to put a plastic bucket underneath.

It’s important to give your plants the right 
amount of water; here’s how to do it.

how much WaTer Is UseD 
Over a PerIOD OF TIme?

Act
ivit

Y

 4

acTIOn

(It is difficult to give exact amounts for watering satisfactorily, but this activity will show that if the hose is 
only on for a short period of time then a small amount of water will go onto the ground and will not give an 
adequate amount for the plant. By digging down into the soil or by using a metal skewer or probe, you will 
see how far the water has penetrated down into the soil.)

step 3
You will then be able to calculate how long 
to leave the tap on for watering vegetables 
with a hose or watering can to give them 
enough water. Remember to check how 
much water your vegetables need.

step 2
Using a hose pipe, allow water  
to flow down the guttering for 1 minute  
and collect the water in the buckets or similar 
containers. Measure how much water comes out 
of the hose in 1 minute.
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step 1
Clip together a series of guttering pipes. 

step 2
Make small holes in the pipes at regular intervals. 

step 3
Balance them at a height suitable to put a bucket 
underneath each hole. 

step 4
Run water along the guttering  
using a hose.

As you now know how fast the water needs to flow and 
how far apart to make the holes to effectively water 
the whole area, you will be able to create a soaker hose 
system for your garden.

Place soaker hoses under the ground, mulch or 
similar to reduce the amount of evaporation.

FlOW raTeAct
ivit

Y

 5
acTIOn

How fast do you need to have the water 
flowing to ensure that all the buckets fill 
up with water?

What happens if you change the size of 
the hole or change the distance between 
the holes? 
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Make a drip watering system using 
the following:

• One drawing pin

• One nail

• One dressmaking pin

• One 2 litre plastic bottle with lid.

Investigate how changing 
the holes affects the drip 
rate of your device. The 
hole or holes can be a 
combination of one or 
more of the above items, 
with the lid on or off, in  
any position you wish.

“I need to go away for the weekend and I have some valuable plants that 
I need to be watered while I’m away. There is no one available to water 
these plants for me. Somebody suggested that if I get a 2 litre plastic 
milk bottle, I can use this as a watering device.”

drip WaTerInGAct
ivit

Y

 6

acTIOn
1. Make a hole or some holes in your bottle.

2. Describe what you have done to your milk 
bottle, using illustrations if necessary.

3. Make a prediction as to how long you  
think it will take for your device (milk 
bottle) to empty.

4. Fill the device with water and carefully time 
how long it takes for all the water to be 
released. (Remember to collect the water in 
a bucket or jug so that it can be re-used.)

5. Repeat the experiment 2 or 3 times to make 
sure that your results are accurate.

6. Compare your results with your prediction.

7. Consider how you could alter the experiment to allow 
the water to be released more slowly. For example: 

 • vary the number of holes

 • vary the size of holes

 • vary the position of the holes

 • have the lid on / off / or partially on

 • laying the bottle on its side.

8. Decide which variation gives you the best slow 
release of water.

9. Decorate your watering device with suitable paints 
and use it to water your plants. 
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• Position different containers around 
your garden to collect the rainfall.

• Measure the depth of water in each 
container. (This can be done using 
measuring sticks made from  
    lollypop sticks).

This will show how much rainfall 
different areas of the garden get.

Collect rainwater weekly for a 
month to help you calculate 
how much water your garden is 
receiving.

Act
ivit

Y

 7

month
rA

in
FA

ll
weeK 1

5mm

10mm

15mm

20mm

25mm

30mm

weeK 2 weeK 3 weeK 4

How much water do we get when it rains?  
This will affect the amount of water you will 
need to water your plants. 

whAt the WeaTher brings
mAKe A  grAph  to show  the results.this tYpe oF inFormAtion is vitAl to 

FArmers. theY meAsure rAinFAll And record their Findings  dAilY.

acTIOn

  KIDs cUTTInGs
get stArted At
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it’s All in the soil
let’s get stArted

rAised beds Are eAsY to mAKe And eAsY to mAintAin
• Raised beds define the growing spaces, with access from 

the paths. 
• Raised beds are easy to keep clean and untrampled so 

they are easy to maintain.
• The use of raised beds improves soil drainage, depth  

and warmth.
• With improved drainage, raised beds can be worked even 

on rainy days. 
• Raised beds allow the soil to warm up earlier in spring and 

so crops will be available earlier in the year.
• ‘Crop rotation’ (the system of how you move the crops 

that you are growing around your garden to improve the 
soil and stop disease) is simple to practice and easy to 
plan using raised beds. 

• Crops can be planted close together to give higher yields. 
• Looking after the soil is easy as each bed is a separate 

area allowing better use of soil improvers such as mulch, 
manure, compost, etc.

• Easy to protect crops with netting and fleece.

Remember – raised beds dry out rapidly in hot weather, so 
will need to be monitored carefully to check whether or not 
your plants need watering. (see ‘When to water’)

For more information see Carol Klien’s ‘Grow Your  
Own Veg’ book.

leT’s GeT sTarTeD   
One of the best ways to grow FrUIT anD veGeTables in a garden  
of any size is using the raised beds system. You can then grow the  
crops of your choice and grow vegetables all the year around. 

You don’t have to have lots of space to  
create a raised bed.

•  Use reconstituted sleepers*, not traditional 
railway sleepers as they are soaked in creosote 
and phemaldehyde.

•  Level or dig the sleepers into the ground and 
fasten them together with TimberLok screws.

•  Add the next level on, making sure you over  
lap the joints and fasten that layer together.

timberlok screws

building A rAised bed –  
step-bY-step guide

• Line the bottom of your bed with plastic 
sheeting and puncture with a few holes to 
allow drainage. The plastic will also retain  
the water for longer, preventing the soil  
from drying out.

• Fill the middle with peat free compost or soil 
to level out the ground. Firm down the top 
and it’s now ready for planting.

*If you prefer, you could use deck boards or 
treated wooden planks, cut to size.

Continued >
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If you haven’t got 
space for a raised bed 
why not try growing 
plants in containers.

step 5
Group your containers 
together so that they shade 
each other which will stop 
them drying out so quickly.

step 4
Leave a gap between the 
top of the compost and the 
container – this is known as 
the watering ring as it allows 
you to water the pot without 
it overflowing.

step 3
Fill the pot with a mixture 
of homemade compost and 
either shredded newspaper 
or water retaining gel beads  
(these absorb water and 
release it as the container 
dries out).

step 2
Line your pot 
with perforated 
polythene to limit the 
absorption of water.

step 1
Select your pots. 

cOnTaIner GrOWInG

leAve A gAp between the 
top oF the compost And 
the contAiner

step-bY-step guide

< Continued

leT’s GeT sTarTeD

GrOWInG 
PlanTs In 
cOnTaIners
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hArvesting Your raInWaTer
We live in the driest region in the uK. On average we get between 
450 and 660mm of rain each year, so making the most of that rainfall 
by harvesting it is vitally important. 

wAter butts
Install water butts around your garden. They can be attached to any plastic 
downpipe. You can even add guttering and downpipes to your shed and place 
a water butt by it. They can also be lined up in parallel to increase the amount 
of water stored. For a demonstration of how you can fit your water butt, go to 
www.anglianwater.co.uk/install

greenhouse wAter collection
Greenhouse water collection is an amazing way of collecting
your rainwater from the roof of the greenhouse, and it also
allows the water to be warmed by the sun. To do this
you would need to set up a tank inside the greenhouse and
a pipe bringing the water inside from the gutters. This was
first done by the Victorians who put tanks underneath 
greenhouses and then pumped the water up to use it. 

wells
If you are lucky enough to have an old well in your 
garden you could bring this back into operation. These 
can hold many hundred litres of water and you can 
‘plumb’ them into the downpipes of houses, sheds etc. 

A wAter butt 
cAn collect 
5,000 
lITres  
oF rAinwAter 

From An AverAge 
size rooF eAch 

YeAr. 

For the rest  oF us, the use  oF A wAter  butt, or wAter tAnKs, will  hAve to do.

http://www.anglianwater.co.uk/install
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mAKing the most oF YOUr WaTer
When you water plants and your garden, remember to love every drop!  
As a general rule, every 10 square metres of vegetable garden will require about 
6,000 litres of water per year. Make sure you water around the base of plants 
rather than just randomly across the soil surface.

Continued > 

when to wAter
The best time to water is late afternoon or 
early evening when the sun is going down. 
Watering at this time allows the plants to take 
up water with reduced evaporation rates from 
the soil.

The next best time is in the very early 
morning as the sun is rising. Late at night 
is best avoided as plants then stay wet all 
through the night, giving an increased risk of 
disease and going rotten. 

You may also need to vary this depending 
on local conditions such as humidity and 
soil types; heavier soils will not lose water as 
quickly as lighter sandy soils.

how to checK iF Your plAnts  
need wAtering
By digging down into the soil or by using a 
metal skewer or probe, you will see how far the 
water has penetrated down into the soil.
 
It is important to allow the soil to partially dry 
out between being watered. An easy way to 
judge this is to see how long the water takes to 
seep into the soil: if it lies on the top and takes 
longer than 15 seconds to disappear then the 
ground is probably wet enough. 

If the ground is too wet you will just end up 
with water running off the top of the soil – a 
waste of valuable resources. However, if the soil 
is really dry and you water it too quickly it will 
just sit on the top and so you will need to water 
it slowly to allow the water to soak in.

You also need to make sure your soil is loose by regular 
hoeing. This will get rid of weeds that compete with 
your plants for the valuable water, food and light. It will 
also allow water to penetrate into the soil. 

http://www.anglianwater.co.uk/loveeverydrop
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< Continued 

mAKing the most oF YOUr WaTer
diFFerent methods oF wAtering – which will worK in Your gArden?

Continued > 

wAtering deep down
Water new trees or larger plants 
through sunken plastic hoses, pipes, 
cut off plastic bottles or plant pots 
sunk into the ground. This will get 
the water down to the deeper 
roots, avoiding rapid evaporation. 

soAKer hose
Another method of getting water 
to the base of your plants is to use 
a soaker hose. These allow water to 
seep out along a length of hose over 
a long period of time, ensuring the 
water has time to properly soak into 
the soil. 

wAtering cAns
If you water with a watering can, 
always use a ‘rose’ on the spout. 
Alter the position of the rose to 
direct the water flow. If the rose 
points upwards, less water will 
flow so that seeds and seedlings 
will not be damaged or washed 
away. If you point the rose 
downwards more water will flow.

drip wAtering
A further method of getting water  
to plants in small quantities over a 
period of time is to use a drip feeder. 
These are hoses that are attached  
to a battery timer 
which slowly feed 
the water to  
your plants.

mulches
Mulches, loose coverings of 
material placed on the soil surface, 
help the soil retain moisture in 
summer. They also prevent weeds 
from growing and protect the 
roots of plants in winter. Straw, 
leaf mould, paper or cardboard 
(covered with grass cuttings) all 
make good mulches.
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things to thinK 
About when wAtering.
The time of day you water and the 
condition of the soil.

Be careful not to make the ground wet 
as if it is, it will attract insects such as 
slugs and snails that will thrive in damp 
conditions. If it is damp at night, vegetables 
might rot in the ground.

As a general rule, too little water and plants will be 
stressed and bolt (this is when the plant runs straight 
to seed with nothing to harvest). It can also cause 
powdery mildew and will not release nutrients or food in 
the soil to the root hairs. Too much water can cause the 
plant to put its energy into leaf growth, and will cause 
the yield to be less.

Plants to be transplanted need to be watered before 
they are planted out. A good soaking overnight before 

transplanting, followed up with a further watering in 
their new home, will help them get established. 

Good watering is dependent on the type of plant being 
watered, so get to know your plants.

wAtering plAnts in contAiners
Use the ‘finger test’ to help decide if a container needs 
watering. Use your finger to scratch the soil away down 
to about 7cm, feel the soil to see if it is dry and if it 
is then the container needs watering. Terracotta pots 
can be tapped with your knuckle or a small wooden 
hammer while you listen to the tone of the sound. If it 
is a ‘dull’ sound this indicates it is wet enough, if it is a 
higher ‘ringing’ tone, then it needs watering.

Make sure that the water you give reaches the bottom 
of the container. If possible stand this on a saucer or 
tray that can hold a small amount of water, allowing the 
container to take some water up as it dries.

Whether they are seedlings, young plants 
or those coming to ‘maturity’, ready for 
us to harvest the crop, plants want the 
following:

• Air circulating around the plant and  
in the soil 

• Sunlight and the correct amount of room 
to grow roots and body

• Enough water but not too much that  
it will rot

• Soil and air temperatures that the plant 
likes (these can vary)

• The right food in the right quantity.

< Continued  

mAKing the most oF YOUr WaTer

how to wAter 
Watering needs to be carried out carefully. If you spray water over the plant and  
from a great height as well it will cause damage to the plant.

Plants need varying amounts of water depending on how mature they are and if 
they are coming towards harvesting. Seeds and seedlings must not be allowed to 
dry out – they must be kept moist or they won’t germinate or grow. However, too 
much water will also stop them germinating so be careful not to overwater them. 
They need to be watered with clean water to prevent disease affecting them. 
Clean rainwater is the number one choice.

whAt mAKes plAnts hAppY
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it’s All in the soil

it’s All in The sOIl
We have thought about where to grow, how 
to collect the rainwater and how to water, 
so now we need to think about the soil we 
have available. 
The holes between the soil particles may be filled with 
water, air or food for the plant. For plants to be able 
to grow correctly, water containing food (nutrients) is 
needed near the fibrous root ‘hairs’ that grow along the 
sides and at the ends of the main roots.

Add humus  
(decomposed plAnt mAteriAl)

holds the leAst wAter – 
needs most wAtering

the beneFits oF Adding humus  
(decomposed plAnt mAteriAl)
Whatever type of soil you have, adding humus 
can have the following positive results:
1. Humus absorbs water and so helps keep the  

soil moisture levels high.
2. Humus improves the process of aerating the 

soil, breaking it up and improving soil drainage.
3. Humus-rich soil warms up more quickly in  

the spring.
4. Humus prevents the loss of nutrients from 

light soil.

soil drYing out
One of the problems with raised beds 
is that they dry out quickly. Therefore, 
to increase the amount of moisture 
retentiveness of the soil we can add 
materials that hold onto moisture such as: 

• Shredded newspaper – putting a layer  
of shredded newspaper at the bottom  
of a trench will prevent weeds that  
would otherwise grow and use up 
valuable water. If you add shredded 
newspaper to the soil it will encourage 
worms that break up the soil and allow 
good drainage.

• Corrugated cardboard – putting a  
layer of shredded cardboard at the 
bottom of a trench will prevent weeds 
that would otherwise grow and use  
up valuable water.

• Leaf mould – this helps retain moisture  
in the soil by reducing evaporation.  
It absorbs rainwater so reduces run-off 
and in hot weather helps cool roots  
and foliage.

• Straw – straw encourages worms which 
break up the soil, improving the drainage

• Sheep’s wool – sheep’s wool retains water 
and releases it slowly back into the soil.

sAnd   

sAndY soil  

soil   

light clAY soil  

heAvY clAY soil   Add sAnd
holds the most wAter –  

needs little wAtering

hold diFFerent Amounts oF wAter
diFFerent soil tYpes 
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whAt to GrOW
All types of vegetables can be grown in raised beds and 
containers – some are better suited to this than others. 

compAnion plAnts
Companion planting is a method of growing  
plants where one plant provides some benefit  
to another plant. 

Many plants have repellent properties to ward 
off pests and others help enrich the soil with 
nitrogen-fixing properties like members of the 
legume family (pea and bean). Herbs make good 
companion plants as do many flowers. Some plants 
may be used as ‘trap’ crops to catch pesky bugs 
like aphids, which can then be removed from the 
garden or treated with insecticidal soap. Flowering 
plants attract pollinators, which are always helpful.

spAcing Your plAnts
When growing vegetables in raised beds and 
containers they are normally grown very close to 
each other. This requires the soil to be fed at more 
regular intervals compared to open ground. If beds 
need feeding, then an organic fertiliser, chicken 
pellet manure or blood, fish and bone meal can be 
used. We recommend a weekly feed starting in late 
March and finishing in mid-September.

Root vegetables such as carrots, 
parsnips and turnips are ideal for 
raised beds; just make sure your bed 
is deep enough for the roots. 

• Beetroots
• Carrots
• Cauliflowers
• Dwarf french beans 
• Garlic
• Lettuce
• Onions
• Parsnips
• Turnips
• Radish

Continued > 

• Spring onions
• Swede
• Cucumber
• Broccoli
• Spinach
• Corn on the cob
• Pumpkins
• Peppers
• Chilli
• Potatoes
• Tomatoes 

TIP:

vegetAbles which cAn be 
grown in rAised beds And 
other contAiners:

speciFic wAtering requirements
Leafier plants (lettuces, spinach and 
chard) need more water. 

Early potatoes will need watering 
continuously until harvesting; however, 
main crop or later potatoes do not need 
watering a lot until they come into flower – 
then they need watering continuously until 
they are harvested to give a good crop. 

To water thirsty crops like courgettes, 
marrows and outdoor cucumbers make a 
‘bowl’ shape in the soil around the base 
of the plant, with its rim higher than the 
surrounding soil and water into this.

iF Your school hAs 
A wormerY, You cAn sAve the liquid, cAlled worm teA, And use this As A liquid Fertiliser. dilute this 10 pArts wAter to one pArt worm teA And wAtch Your plAnts grow bigger!

acTIOn
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beetroot 
This has no specific feeding requirements,  
stick to our suggest feeding advice above.

cArrots 
Replace liquid general purpose fertiliser with a 
tomato liquid fertiliser for better root growth.

gArlic 
If possible, slightly reduce the amount of 
feeding for garlic. When the cloves start 
to form it’s also good to reduce amount of 
watering. Excess water on formed cloves can 
cause them to rot.

lettuce
Lettuce do not benefit from too much feed, 
it can cause the leaves to overgrow. So, if 
possible, reduce the liquid general purpose 
feeding from once a week to once a month.  
A twice-yearly feed of blood, fish and bone  
will provide the majority of nutrients a lettuce 
plant needs.

French beAns 
These have no specific feeding requirements, 
stick to our suggested feeding advice above. 

onions
Onions can be fed with wood ash, which  
is potash, two or three times during  
growing season.

rAdish 
No specific feeding requirements, stick to our 
suggest feeding advice above. Radish tolerate 
lack of feeding better than most vegetables.

potAtoes 
We suggest growing potatoes in their own 
containers. The best feeding regime for 
potatoes is a feed of liquid tomato fertiliser 
every two weeks.

pest control in rAised beds 
And contAiners
All the normal rules for pest control 
apply when growing vegetables 
in raised beds and containers. 
However, protecting vegetables 
in raised beds from flying insect 
pests is especially easy. Use hoops 
made out of UPVC water piping as 
supports across the raised beds 
and drape protective lightweight 
horticultural fleece over them to 
cover the bed.

eXtend the seAson
Because the soil in a raised bed 
and containers is higher than the 
surrounding soil it will heat up 
quicker in the spring. Combining 
this with good soil and a protective 
fleece will enable you to sow seed 
a good two to three weeks earlier 
than normal.

At the end of the season, cover the 
raised bed again with either clear 
plastic, corrugated plastic or even 
protective insect fabric. All of these 
will help to retain heat and extend 
the growing season by a few weeks.

speciFic Feeding requirements
The feeding suggestions above will supply all vegetables with a reasonable amount of nutrients. Specific vegetables, 
however, do have different needs. If you have a very large raised bed (or are growing lots of one particular vegetable) 
you may want to consider how to feed specific vegetables differently. Below are some feeding tips. 

cAn You Find out whAt the plAnts You wAnt to grow need to Feed them?

WhaT TO GrOW
< Continued 
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so All You hAve  
to do now is to 

choose whAt You 
wAnt to grow And 

how to plAnt Your seeds 
• Seed packets will tell you when to plant and how 

deep to plant. Follow the instructions carefully 
to get a bumper crop.

• Some seeds require light to germinate, and 
prefer to be sown directly on top of the soil. 
Others need to be buried. Most people wonder 
‘how deeply do I need to plant them?’ I have a 
good tip for you. In the palm of your hand lay 
out three seeds next to each other. The length 
of those three seeds is about the depth that you 
want to plant your seeds. That is a very general 
estimation, but it works for most seeds. 

• Be careful when you are covering your seeds. 
You don’t want to bury them too deeply so that 
the sun can’t get to them. 

• Next water your seeds. You do need to be a bit 
careful about how you water, though. A strong 
blast from the hose will either wash your seeds 
completely out of the bed or mess up the 

spacing if you surface-sowed them. Use a ‘rose’ 
fitting on a watering can to get a gentle flow of 
water for your seeds. 

• Mark out where you planted your seeds by 
planting other quicker growing seeds in with 
them. It prevents you from mistakenly pulling 
what you thought were weeds but were your 
seedlings, and it lets you keep close tabs on 
how things are coming along. 

• Know what your seedlings will look like. After 
they’ve germinated, it’s often hard to tell a weed 
from say, a tomato. There are websites you can 
refer to, to see what certain seedlings look like, 
and some seed packets have photos or drawings 
on them as well. Knowing what your seedlings 
look like will not only prevent you from pulling 
them by mistake, but will also allow you to get 
rid of weed seedlings that will compete with 
your seedlings for water and nutrients.

Growing vegetables is an uncertain art, subject to the whims of weather and 
local wildlife, but there are a few things you can do to ensure success when  
you direct sow seeds in your garden. 

GeT GrOWInG

leT’s GeT GrOWInG
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